Through superior performance, innovation, and the infusion of its best in class operating system, Honeywell Federal Solutions is proud to support the Department of Energy and the National Nuclear Security Administration’s mission by making a safer, smarter, and sustainable world.

We’re a multi-mission national security enterprise, delivering trusted security products, applied science and engineering solutions, and technical services to the U.S. Department of Energy and the Nation.

RESULTS THAT MATTER
Honeywell consistently earns high contractor ratings through innovative and cost-effective solutions that go above and beyond our customers’ expectations.

Our operating system, commercial best practices, and connected solutions enable us to deliver on our commitments and enhance overall capabilities across our customer’s sites.
Unique governance model customer-recognized for trust and value

Contractor Assurance System that establishes transparency with the customer regarding our intent, plans and actions

Trusted quality and safety performance

Commercial-like delivery and business processes that are the benchmark within the market

Innovation in state-of-the-art manufacturing

Performance excellence with exceptional results

**KANSAS CITY NATIONAL SECURITY CAMPUS**
For 70 years, Honeywell has managed the site with the mission of engineering and manufacturing 85% of the non-nuclear mechanical, electronic, and engineered material components for U.S. national defense systems.

**SAVANNAH RIVER SITE**
As a site partner, Honeywell is helping to make the world safer by developing innovative approaches to nuclear materials challenges, supplying tritium for our country’s nuclear weapons deterrent and securing nuclear materials to prevent proliferation.

**SANDIA NATIONAL LABORATORIES**
Honeywell manages the nation’s premier applied science and engineering laboratory. For 70 years, Sandia has delivered essential science and technology to resolve the nation’s most challenging security issues.

**NEVADA NATIONAL SECURITY SITE**
With its partner contractors, Honeywell safely conducts high-hazard operations, testing, and training in support of NNSA, the U.S. Department of Defense, and other agencies.